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Individual hunting methods

Certain small game species are permitted to be hunted by individual methods only. One such
method is wildfowling, when the hunter hides himself by a body of water or at the feeding place
of ducks and geese and shoots the birds as they ‘flight’ in.

A special form of this technique is when bean geese and greater white-fronted geese are shot
from pits dug into the ground.

The Eurasian collared dove and the common wood pigeon can be bagged among others in the
frame of an individual hunt taking place at the birds’ feeding place or in its vicinity, primarily on
agricultural lands (e.g. sunflower fields).

Hunting from vessels: Hunting can be undertaken from human-powered vessels that do not
exceed the speed limit of 5 km/h. The vessel can carry no more than one hunter with his dog in
addition to the vessel’s driver. Only waterfowl can be hunted from vessels and it is forbidden to
shoot at birds sitting on the water.

The above hunting methods are regarded as individual hunts even if several hunters happen to
reside/hunt in the given area at the same time.

Collective hunting methods
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A common feature of collective small game hunts − with a few exceptions − is that
hunters themselves take an active part in them, moving and working together with
beaters for the sake of success. Dogs trained for a specific game species or hunting
technique are the indispensable helpers of hunters on both individual and collective
small game hunts.

- Rough shooting or shrub hunting: A hunting method organised for smaller hunting
parties (3-5 hunters) where
hunters, too, take part in the search for game. Hunters and
beaters comb
tree rows, shrubs, embankments, forest edges or smaller reedy areas with
the aid of hunting dogs in order to find the desired game species. Shrub
hunts are
characterised by a friendly atmosphere and a smaller game bag.
- Line drive: Usually organised on flat terrain for pheasants, hares or partridges. Hunters
and beaters stand up in a mixed line and ‘beat’ the area ahead. The aim of the guns will be
directed at the game flying/running forwards or trying to escape backwards.
- Drive-on hunt: A method to achieve a large bag of pheasants. Beaters form a longer line
and starting off from a greater distance drive the birds into the line of guns waiting at the
opposite end.
- Czech strip, also known as ‘hare strip’: A hunting method organised with a relatively large
number of hunters and many beaters, for a large hare bag. Beaters and hunters form a
U-shaped line, with the hunters at shooting distance from each other at the bottom of the U, and
the beaters on the wings standing densely enough to deter hares from trying to slip between
them. Hares are shot initially as they fly ahead in the huge area that the hunters cover this way,
but sooner or later they also try to force their way back through the line of guns (hares never
leave their usual habitat and always try to return even if they are driven forward). This gives
another chance to hunters to bring them down. The Czech strip is a very effective hunting
method, however, only with a large number of participants and on grounds where the population
density of hares is high.
- U-drive: A drive hunt that takes place with a smaller number of beaters and only a few
hunters. It is a method suitable for both hare and pheasant hunting. The beaters and hunters
take their places mixed throughout the U-shaped formation. In this arrangement shots can be
made also at the animals that try to escape at the wings of the U.
- Circular drive: A vast number of beaters and hunters also in a great number set off in two
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mixed semi-circles from the two sides of the territory to be driven. When the circle closes they
aim at the small game − mainly pheasants and hares − that were trapped inside the enclosed
area, advancing towards the centre. As hunters and beaters generally encircle very large areas
with this method it resembles a line drive at the beginning. The circle shrinks and closes only
very slowly and the participants have to walk a great deal. As the drive draws to its end, and
hunters get near the centre of the circle the leader of the hunt calls upon them to cease fire and
afterwards shooting in the direction of the centre is forbidden.
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